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Abstract 
This paper is a continuation of the work of Bercovici-Foias-Tannenbaum 
[BFTBga, BFT89b, BFT9OI on interpolation problems were the interpolat- 
ing functiom are bounded not in norm but in spectral radius or Structured 
singular valua. Thue problew wiw naturally in the robust control of s y e  
tuns with structured uncertainty. Here we extend our structured matrix 
Nevanlinna-Pick interpolation theory to the (one-sided) tangeqtial case. 
The complete structured (two-sided) tangential interpolation theory will 
be presented elsewhere. With these results, we have laid the groundwork 
for a rigorous analytic procedure for p-synthesis. 
1 Introduction 
In our previous papers [BFT89b, BFTgO], we proved a spectral and 
structured generalization of the commutant lifting theorem which allowed 
us to extend the standwd matrix Nevanlinna-Pick interpolation theory to 
new problems where the interpolating functions ace bounded in spectral 
radius or structured singular value, respectively. Motivated hy a number of 
problem in control en(lineering, we further extended our results on matrix 
spectral interpolation to the tangential c88e [BFT89b]. Here we take a step 
further and extend the matrix structured Nevanlinna-Pick interpolation to 
the tangential case. 
In order to describe our results, let us briefly consider the standard 
Nevanlinna-Pick theory in the matrix case. For a' E D (the open unit disk) 
distinct, 1 5 i 5 n, let 9,.  . , F. be N x N complex matrices. Then we are 
interested in finding neeaary and sufficient conditions for the existence of 
an analytic (in D) matrix-valuedfunction F ( z )  with F(a0 = Fj, 1 5 i 5 n, 
and such that llFl < 1. It is well known that the existence of F can 
be reduced to the)$ci6lminatiq of the positivity of certain Hermitian 
Neoanlinna-Pick matrir . (This fact can be deduced, e.g., from the commu- 
tant lifting theorem [SNFM, SNF'IO].) In [BFT89a] we studied the problem 
of bounding the spectral radius of the interpolating functions giving neces 
sary and sufficient conditiom for the existence of an interpolating function 
F with spectral radius bounded away from 1. This was derived as a e o n e  
quence of a spectral commutant lifting result. Similar results were obtained 
later for interpolating hnctions F with structured singular value bounded 
by 1. 
A number of impofiant control problem lead naturally to tangential 
interpolation roblem. The simplest of these can be formulated as follows: 
let a,, a: E C be non-zero vectors. We want necessary and sufficient con- 
ditionsfor the existence of an analytic (in D) N x N matrix-valuedfunction 
F such that F(ai)aj = ai and such that IlFll 5 1. This is the standard fan- 
gcntial Nevanlinna-Pick interpolation problem. FedEina [Fed751 showed 
that this question reduca to the determination of the positivity of cer- 
tain Hermitian matrix. Using a commutant lifting appro& we showed in 
[BFTEgb] that the spectral version of the above problem, e.g. llFllp 5 1, 
has a solution if an only if a apectrul Nevanlinna-Pick mairkis pcsitive. In 
this note we solve a variation of the above problem in which the structured 
singdar d u e  of F is bounded away from 1, e.g. IlFll C 1 As in [BFT89b] 
this will be deduced as a consequence of a commut&t%fting theorem. 
8 
2 Preliminaries 
Throughout thi paper, by "Hilbert space" we will mean "complex sepa- 
rable Hilbert space". By "operator" we shall always mean "bounded linear 
operator," unlas explicitly stated otherwise. All the Hardy spsees are de- 
fined in the unit disk, D. H m ( C N X H  is the set of N x M matrix valued 
functions eaeentially bounded on the unit circle, with analytic extension to 
D. For E be a flnik dimensional Hilbert space, Ifz(!) := H a  0 E is the 
Hilbert space of aquarrsummsble Cvalued power "ea. For 'H a Hilbert 
UNvenity, by the N u i d  Science Found.tion DMS8811064, ECS9122106, by the Air 
Force Otiice of Scientific Raeuch AFOSRBOM24, and by the A m y  Research Office 
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space, L(71) denotes the set of operators on 71. Let T E L(71), {T}'  denotes 
the commutant of T ,  that is { T } '  := { A  E L(H)  : AT = T A } .  
Given a bounded analytic function F : D - L(E) ,  we can consider the 
multiplication operator MF : H z ( E )  - Ha(E) defined by ( M ~ f ) ( r )  := 
F ( z ) f ( z ) , F  E H * ( E ) , z  E D. MF commutes with the unilateral shift S 
given by (Sf ( z )  := z f ( r ) ,  F E H z ( C ) ,  z E D and satisfies the norm equal- 
ity llME.11 = 
Let A c L(E)ke a block diagonal algebra. For A E L(E) ,  A # 0, we 
define the dlmdund aingular value 
p & ( A )  := [inf{llXll: X E A, -1 E o(AX)}]-'  (1) 
Moreover we set 
~ A ( A )  := inf{l(DAD-'ll : D invertible, DE A'} (2) 
where A' is the commutant of A, (i.e., the set of all operators commuting 
with A.) 
Remark 2.1 It is well known that p n ( A )  5 $&(A) .  In practice it is b ~ ( . )  
that is used for control problems. Note also that p(A)  5 p a ( A )  5 IlAll, 
where p(A)  is the spectral radius of the operator A .  Thus, we can regard 
p a ( . )  as a generdiaed spectral radius. 
mK, with m a finite Blaschke product 
Denote 
Let K = If'(€) and 'H = K 
IHa @ A  := ( 1 ~ 1  8 x  : x E A) 
I"= @ A '  := { I H a  8 X  : X E A') 
Remark 2.2 The subspace H defined above reduces both 1 ~ 2  8 A and 
I p  8 A'. 
Let U be an isometry on IC, 'H c IC invariant for U* with T = U% the 
compression of U to 'H and let 
{U&}' := {Y : Y E {U)' fl I H ~  8A'} 
{TA}' := {X : x E {TI' n IHZ 8 ~ ' 1 ~ 1  
Now we recall some generalizations of the spectral radius [BFTSO]. For 
A E { T ) '  and B E {U}' we define 
&(A) := inf{IIXAX-'ll : X invertible, X E {TA}'},  
&(B) := inf{llYEY-'ll : Y invertible, Y E { U A } ' } .  
Suppm further that A'H C M where M is T invariant. For A such that 
AT = P M T A ,  we define 
&,,,(A) := inf{llPx.MX-'AXII : X invertible, X E { T A } ' } .  
For any X E {TA} ' ,  and M C 31 invariant for I", denote Mx. = X'M. 
Note that Mx- is also T' invariant. Moreover, if X is invertible, we have 
PM,.x-' = PM,.x-'PM, PMX = PMxPM,.. (3) 
The problem we will consider in &his paper is the following: 
(StLTNP) Structured Left Tangential N e d n n a - P i c k  Problem 
Given the interpolation data ((4; bj,  bi)}i" where bj E C N  \ {O}, bj E CM 
and pj E D, and a real number 7 > 0. Find necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the existence of an analytic function F : D + H m ( C N x M )  
such that 
i) b)F(pj )  = b; , j = 1,. . .,m. 
ii) IlFlli < Y. 
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where 
( (FIIp := inf { sup j i ~ ( F ( 2 ) )  : F satisfies (i) ) 
ZED 
Remark 2.3 For simplicity, we will assume that all  {pj}i” ape drstinct 
Also, without loss of generality we wrll consider F E H m ( C M x M ) .  
3 The S t ruc tu red  Commutan t  Lifting Theorem 
Here we state one of the main results of this paper. For the following 
theorem consider &, A ,  K ,  ‘H, M ,  U, T as above. 
Theorem 3.1 (Structured Left Tangential Commutant-Lifting) 
Given A E L(H) such that AH c M .  If A is such that AT = P M T A ,  
then ihere exists B E L(K)  such that 
p$,,(A) = inf{p$(B) : B E D i l ( A ) )  
D i l (A)  = { E  : BU = UB,PmB = A P u )  
Proof  We will generalize the proof in [BFT89b] for the spectral left 
tangential case. First we will show that P $ , ~ ( A )  5 & ( E ) .  Given c > 0, 
fix B E Di l (A)  such that 
where 
& ( B )  = inf{p$(B1) : B1 E D i l ( A ) )  + c 
By the structured commutant lifting theorem in (BFTSO], there exists an 
invertible Y E { U A ) ’  such that 
IIY-’BYII < inf{pe(B1) : BI E D i l ( A ) }  + f 
Since H is hyperinvariant for U’ (invariant for U’ and all the operators 
commuting with U’), the compression of Y ,  X = Y% = PwY(H, is in 
{TA}’ and its inverse is X - ’  = (Y-’)%. Let M x .  = X ’ M .  Using the 
fact that B E Di l (A) ,  the reducing property of 7.1 and (3) we have 
IIPM,.X-~AXII = IIPM,.X-’APWXI~ 
= IIPM,.X-’PMBI~.~XII 
= I IPM, .X- ’P?IBIWI  
= I IPM~. (Y;~)B~YI I  
5 II(Y-’BY)wII 
< JIY-’BY 1 )  + c 
inf ~ ~ P ~ x , X - l A X ~ ~  < i$ IIY-’EYII + 6 .  
thus, since c > 0 is arbitrary p$,,,,(A) 5 & ( E ) .  
invertible such that 
To show that P $ , ~ ( A )  2 & ( E ) ,  let f > 0 and choose X E {TA)‘ 
IIPM,.x-’AxII < P $ , ~ ( A )  + c .  
From [BFTSO] there exists an invertible lifting Y E {U&}‘ of X .  Setting 
A1 = P m , . X - ’ A X  we have A1T = T M , . A ~ .  By the Commutant Lifting 
Theorem there exists B1 E Dil(A1) such that 
IIAlII = IIBlII < P $ , M ( A )  + c .  
Set E = YBIY- ’  and note that 
p 6 ( B )  5 llBlll < p$.M(A) 
It can be verified that B E Di l (A)  = { E  : BU = U B ,  PMB = A P w ) .  Thus 
< & , M ( A )  
and since c > 0 arbitrary we obtain the desired result. 
Remark 3.1 The invariant & ( E )  is intimately related to P A ( B ) .  In fact, 
from corollary 2 in [BFTSO] we have that: if B E {U}‘ is continuous on 
then 
0 
4 St ruc tu red  Nevanlinna-Pick Interpolation 
Here we will use Theorem 3 to solve the structured left tangential NP 
problem. Based on the proof for the spectral tangential NP problem [BFT89b] 
set the spaces and operators as follows 
m 
~ = x C b ~ @ g ~ ,  ; K = H Z ( C M )  ; H = K Q m K  
j = 1  
Thus we have T’ u @ g p  = Pjv @ g p . ,  v E CM. 
Define the operator A : H + 31 b; linearity and via its adjoint as 
A’b; @go,  = bj @ g o , ,  j = l , . .  . , m .  
Then by the tangential commutant lifting theorem all the functions F that 
interpolate the data {(’j; bj ,  b;))? must be multiplication operators MF in 
Di l (A) .  Now fix A E L(CM) and consider D E {c)‘ invertible and set 
M D  = D M .  Then necessarily 
D v @ g p , = D j v @ g p , ,  D j , D ; ‘ E A ’ ,  v E C M ,  j = 1 ,  ..., m 
Moreover, we have that 
DA’( f l j ;b j ;b j )D- ’ IMo = A’(P j ;Djb j ;Djb i ) ,  
and we conclude that 
p$,,. ,(A) = inf{llA(pj; Djb,; Djb;)ll : D j ,  0;’ E A ’ )  
Thus from Theorem 3 and remark 3.1 
lop, :=P $ , ~ ( A )  = inf{ sup PA(B(z) )  : B E Di l (A) }  
ZED 
It is clear that the spectral tangential problem is solvable if and only 
if y 2 y+. This fact can be stated in terms of the positivity of certain 
Hermitian Nevanlinna-Pick matrix, Id7, as the following theorem shows. 
Theorem 4.1 (Structured Left Tangential Nevanlinna-Pick) There 
exists F : D + Hm(CMxM)  continuous on solving StLTNP if and 
only if there ezists invertible matrices Dj E A’ ,  j = 1, .  . . , m  such that 
N,(pj;  Djbj;  Djb;) > 0, where 
1 l s i , j < m  N , ( p j ; D j b j ; D j b ; )  := [ y z ( D ’ b  , ; , D i b : ) - ( D j b j , D i b i )  1 - P i B j  
Proof  We have that 
IIA(0j;Djbj;Djbi)Il < Y ts IIA’(Pj;Djbj;Djb~)l l  < Y 
e ?’I - A(Pj ;  Djbj;  Djbi)A’(’j; Djbj;  Djbi)  > 0 
o N , ( P j ; D j b j ; D j b ( i )  > 0. 0 
Remark 4.1 In this setting, yopr is the largest y that makes N7 singular. 
Thus we have reduce the existence of a solution to the above problem to a 
problem in linear algebra. 
5 Conclusions 
In this paper we have extended our previous work on spectral tangential 
interpolation to a new class of tangential Nevanlinna-Pick interpolation 
problems with bounds on the structured singular values of the interpolat- 
ing functions. The more general case of two-sided spectral and structured 
interpolation will be reported in [BCFT, Coc931. Currently we are investi- 
gating the computation of some of the invariants appearing in this theory. 
Our goal is to complete this new structured interpolation theory to develop 
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